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WHEN IT COMES TO AIRCRAFT welding, TIG (tungsten



ing. You should be able to weld most aircraft materials with a 1/16-inch



inert gas, also known as



gas tungsten arc welding or GTAW) is fast becoming the most p o p u l a r method. It creates a high-quality weld, and the average homebuilder or restorer can afford the necessary equipment. less than $1,500. (See the "Aircraft



electrode, and for 4130 steel you should have a 1/16-inch 2-percent thoriated tungsten electrode. You can easily identify a thoriated electrode by the red band it wears. If you're welding thin aluminum, use a 1/16-inch pure tungsten electrode, which has a



You can get everything you need for B u i l d i n g " in the A p r i l 2000 EAA



green band.



Sport Aviation for an introduction to the equipment.) TIG creates the heat needed to weld with an intense electric arc that passes through a non-consumable tungsten electrode (the electrode doesn't melt) to the piece



A clamp in the torch, the collet, holds the tungsten electrode in place, and the collet is sized to match the electrode diameter. Most TIG units come with 3/32-inch collets and electrodes, so you'll need to purchase the 1/16-inch components.



being welded. Like gas welding (also known as oxygen-fuel welding, or OFW), TIG uses welding rod as a filler material, and TIG surrounds the weld zone with a "bubble" of inert gas, usually argon, which maintains the purity of the metal being welded.



A small ceramic cup surrounds the tungsten electrode and directs the flow of inert gas to the object being



TIG Fundamentals



Like gas welding, TIG uses a torch, but it's more complicated. Instead of mixing oxygen and acetylene to create a hot flame, the TIG torch trans106



welded, and the cup, too, comes in different sizes. A TIG torch has connections to mits electricity through its tungsten



electrode to the metal you're welding, with a hot arc bridging the small space between the torch and metal. Tungsten electrodes come in two sizes, 1/16 and 3/32 inch, and which one you use depends on the thickness and type of metal you're weld-



the electrical power unit and the argon gas bottle. A cart is a good way to use and store the entire unit because it holds the power unit and gas bottle. Like all gas cylinders, make sure it's securely chained to the TIG cart.



Finally, TIG welders need elec-



tricity. Some smaller units work on 120 volts, hut most machines, like the Lincoln Square Wave 175 pictured here, require 240 volts and use a standard 240-volt, 50amp plug. There are a variety of TIG electrical power units, and homebuilders should have an AC-DC unit that has a top end of at least 150 amps. These units can weld most metals, including steel, aluminum, magnesium, and titanium, and they come with an electrode holder that lets you stick weld (which uses a consumable electrode, or stick).



You control the unit's electrical current (thus, its heat) with a foot control or switch. Press down, and the current increases to the maximum value you present on the power unit. Let up on the foot control, and the current decreases, and the current stops when you take your foot off the switch. Most TIG rigs come with a hose and a pressure regulator for the argon gas cylinder, but you'll have to lease or buy the cylinder from your local welding supply company. Before you can start TIG welding, you'll need a bench grinder to keep the tungsten electrodes in top shape and the appropriate safety equipment. 107



TIB Safety



Ultraviolet radiation burns to the eyes and skin are TIG welding's primary safety hazard, and they can be more severe than a heavy sunburn. To protect your s k i n , wear long sleeves and pants and gloves. To protect your face and neck—and eyes—wear a welding hood that incorporates the appropriate vision shade. Do not use goggles designed for gas welding. They will not protect your eyes or skin. The vision shade in your hood depends on amperage in use. The American Welding Society publishes a chart containing this information. Typically, with less than 50 amps a shade 8 is the minimum. If you're using 150 amps, you'll need a shade 10-12. As a rule of thumb, start welding with a shade that is too dark to see the weld zone, and
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then go to a lighter shade that gives you a better view—but don't go below the minimum. . Stepping Through TIG



Before you start welding you'll need filler material, and what kind you need depends on the material you'll be welding. For example you'll use 1/16- or .045-inch ER80S-D2 filler material when welding 4130 steel. For 3003 a l u m i n u m you'll use ER4043 filler material. Lincoln Electric publishes an excellent guidebook, Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (part n u m b e r JFLF-834), that is a must for TIG welders, especially beginners. Among its bounty of useful information it lists various metals and their filler materials. When you're ready to weld, find a suitable location for your welding machine. It should be on a level surface and needs air circulating around and through it. As mentioned, use an appropriate cart. It secures the welder and gas bottle and makes the unit easy to move. Using the Lincoln Square Wave 175 as an example, the unit comes assembled, but you'll need to check for the proper input voltage and electrical hookups. Be sure the unit is turned off before you plug it in and connect the torch cable and the foot control unit. Attach the regulator to the argon cylinder and the torch connection to the front of the machine and to the cylinder regulator. Then set up your welding table, and ground it using the work cable clamp. Prepare your electrode by grinding it to a conical shape (Figure 1). Do not grind it to a fine point because it will not be able to hold the amperage—and the electrode itself could possibly blast off into the weld. Set up the torch using the 1/16inch electrode, collet, and collet body. The electrode should extend beyond the ceramic cup about twice the electrode's diameter; if you're using a 1/16-inch electrode, it should extend 1/8 inch past the lip of the ceramic cup. Set the controls appropriately to 109



the metal you'll be welding. Set the selector switch to TIG, and then set the pol a r i t y switch—DC negative for welding 4130 steel or AC if welding aluminum. The thickness of material you'll he welding determines the amperage setting. For most aircraft applications, 60 amps will be sufficient. The rule of t h u m b is 1 amp per .001 inch of metal thickness. If you're welding .040 inch metal, you



would use about 50 amps as the maximum setting. Never set the amperage at a high value, such as 175. This is an invitation to damage the base metal. All you need to do is press the foot control, which controls the unit's amperage, more than you intended to. Remember, in essence, the foot switch controls the amount of heat applied to the weld. Next, set the gas regulator to provide a flow of about 15 to 20 cubic feet per hour. This will be adequate for most of our welding applications. Turn on the unit. There will be a 15-second gas pre-flow when the power is turned on. Once you're wearing the appropriate clothing and safety equipment—including your eye protection—to start welding, step on the foot control. This starts a flow of argon gas, which clears the area of ordinary air and its elements that can result in a less-than-clean weld, and then the gas energizes the torch and establishes an arc between the electrode and the work piece. Releasing the foot control cuts the power to the torch, but the gas continues to flow for 15 seconds, to shield the weld and tungsten elec110



trode as they cool. So don't move the torch away from the work until this important process is finished. TIG is an accepted and widely used method of welding aircraft structures. It is affordable, easy to learn, and provides a very high quality, strong, and neat weld. If you want to try your hand at it, attend the TIG Welding Workshops at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2001. To learn the skills that will enable you to take full advantage of TIG welding, enroll in an EAA SportAir TIG workshop, which is taught by Lincoln Electric instructors. Held approximately every six weeks at the Alexander Technical Center in Griffin, Georgia, near Atlanta, the classroom is equipped with 12 Lincoln Square Wave 175 units. The 2.5-day class is designed around aircraft welding applications. After the SportAir class you'll be ready to return home and practice. When practicing, concentrate on lap and fillet joints (Figure 2). You will be using these joints when welding steel tubing. Within a short period you will be ready to begin on your welding project. ££&
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